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Language related to movement is 
more likely to appear in examples 
where the accuracy within 
language regions changes by 
more than 10% after fine-tuning
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Changes to the model

Highlights
• A fine-tuned model predicts language regions in 

the brain better than vanilla BERT

• A model fine-tuned on one participant transfers 
prediction accuracy to other participants

• Some benefit to fMRI prediction from training on 
MEG

• Attention from the [CLS] token to other tokens is 
broader, and less focused on [SEP] after fine-tuning

• BERT’s representations of movement-related 
words may be changing

Model 1: Vanilla 

Model 2: Fine-tuned

M1: Vanilla 

M2: Participant-transfer

M1: Fine-tuned

M2: MEG-transfer 

Anatomical language 

regions

Colors in each brain map in the first 3 rows indicate where in

the brain model 1 or model 2 is more accurate

In layers 8-10, attention from 
the [CLS] token to the [SEP] 
token is relatively lower after 
fine-tuning. Attention to 
other words (not shown) is 
relatively higher

Method
• Brain activity recorded with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), 

magnetoencephalography (MEG), or both, while participants read a chapter of 
Harry Potter (Wehbe 2014a, 2014b). 

• We fine-tune BERT, a transformer-based natural language processing (NLP) 
model to predict this brain activity, using mean squared error as the loss 
function

• We use the [CLS] token (the sequence-level representation) to predict fMRI, and 
we only consider content words for MEG; we include word-length and word-
probabilities as inputs to MEG-prediction

• We use the 20 words leading up to each fMRI image as the sequence for that 
prediction

Accuracy improvements

• Fine-tuning improves fMRI prediction
• Fine-tuning on one participant improves prediction on others
• Fine-tuning on MEG data can improve prediction on others 

(note that improvements appear systematically distributed in 
language regions despite low average changes)
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A sentence:non-word contrast study of 220 participants 

(Fedorenko et al., 2010), transformed to each participant’s 

brain-space shows reference locations of language regions

Each column shows one participant. Grey columns mark 

participants who were recorded in both MEG and fMRI In each row, two models are compared
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